






















 
Greetings 
Commissioners,                                                                                                                                                               
           My name is Roberto Rubio Jr ,I am a grandson of Mr. Edward Rendon Sr..... My parents are the 
owners of the property at Haskel St. 1705  that is currently on your list for designation. I have written this 
letter to this board on behalf of my immediate family, for a number of reasons today....The most 
important of these being, to clarify and explain some of the stories that you may have heard up until this 
point, through letters, emails, and the hearings being held on this issue. After careful consideration and 
thought ....we decided along With our parents and uncle, who is my moms brother and who, as my 
mother, was raised in this house. To bring forward and show to the Historical Commissioners that so 
many of the stories and events that have been brought forward,In an attempt to prove the historical 
significance of this house, are not just harmless white lies or  embellishments of the truth, but honestly, 
flat out completely false..literally made up events that we know never took place or were made to be 
something they are not.... So that being said , before I get into the specifics of the historic events that 
have been brought forward by so many people who are in opposition of the demolition of this 
property... they not only have continued to make false claims against my grandfather, but have also 
done so on numerous occasions, to my parents....  but because they do not pertain to the subject matter 
at hand, ie...the property and house ... I will not go to in depth on how this debacle has brought us here 
in front of your board...but if i do not at least give you some information off subject about the personal 
trials and tribulations, then i will be wasting my time with the other topics..... So please if i may, i will 
first give you a brief history of how we have ended up here in front of this historical 
committee.                                                                                                                               Close to 20 years ago 
my Grandpa Edward Rendon was living his life like he wanted , he Fished when he felt like it, he traveled 
to visit family in the Rio Grande Valley and stayed for sometimes months at a time....visiting Mexico , 
amongst other things...he was happy in all aspects of his life for the most part , happy, except for one 
thing ...money ...the 1000 dollars he was getting through his SS was not cutting it....So he decided that 
he wanted to sell his home....his only stipulation to the would be buyer was that he live out his 
remaining years and eventually come to pass in his home..so the only way this could happen is if his 
children bought it ...Long story short he called a meeting between all 9 of his Sons and daughters and 
explained what he wanted and asked if they would all be willing to each put up 100 dollars a month to 
buy the house from him and then after he was gone they could split it evenly amongst each other....Well 
they went around and 1 by 1 they all said No....for personal reasons or whatever reasons the answer 
from each of them was NO.....so my parents talked amongst each other and decided they would do this 
for my grandpa so that his last remaining years here were happy ones for him ...keep in mind this was a 
very long time before the market in this area was rising as it has continued to do so now...this had 
nothing to do with flipping and investing or any type of financial gain...last time i checked my parents 
had no physic abilities, so there intention was and always had been, to eventually get the money back to 
them they had put into it during the purchase, or fix it and live in it ....and most important for  my 
mother to see that her dad was happy in the latter years of his life....so there it went my parents 
struggling to make ends meet to pay 2 mortgages and taxes on 2 properties for 15 plus years BY 
themselves....not once did anyone offer  to help...not once did anyone offer any assistance in this 
transaction...My dad who was in his early 50's was working 65-70 hours a week as a truck driver in 
construction all the while barely making ends meet.... I don’t tell you this for sympathy or compassion 
...I am telling you this because its the truth....Not once did anyone offer my parents any help doing 
this.... so after this is said and done ...house was paid off in full, many years went by and out of nowhere 
comes this vendetta against my mother to take away what they had so tirelessly worked hard for!!! the 
market started slowly making a jump in east austin and all of a sudden her sister Elisa and younger 
Brother Edward decided they were gonna go against my parents and try to take their house away.. this 



is when all this legal stuff started that has now lead us here in front of this committee... My mother had 
plans on renovating this home and retiring there before all this....those where my mothers dreams and 
wishes after my grandpa was laid to rest...that would never come to be because of this matter that her 
two younger siblings created.... how obvious is the fact that 2 out of 8 (one passed away before) siblings 
are against my mother n father....only 2 out of the 8 brothers and sisters have gone against my mom for 
whatever reason they claim....the other 6 all agreed in the court of law that my mother was the owner 
of this house and that they are were all given the opportunity to have a percentage at one time but they 
had all refused for their own personal reasons......only 2 who now claim that meeting never took place 
and that somehow my mother conned her own Father...who she loved Dearly...out of his house.. that 
alone should prove that their motives go beyond the historic designation or even the ownership 
now....  which is another thing....this matter has gone to court and the judge presiding ruled in favor of 
my parents and ordered that this property be sold and the opposing parties be given the small 
percentage for which by law is owed through my grandmothers side who left no will.....so thats what 
was gonna happen...this house that my parents struggled to pay for was no longer theirs to do with 
what they planned.....it was now ordered to be sold and this matter laid to rest....so we thought....Elisa 
and her daughter apparently were given advice on this avenue and they decided to go ahead and give it 
a shot.....and here we are........that is a short rundown of what has happened up until now in a nut 
shell.... i will spare u the horrible details and malicious acts against my mother in particular.... trying to 
destroy the relationship between her and her loving father.......You see  we are not here to debate on 
wether or not my grandfather was or was not a great man and prominent figure in his 
neighborhood....We know he was ....we lived the same life they claim that they have lived with him...we 
were there during these times they claim these events took place....they seem to forget that part....we 
spent our entire summers there and every holiday and birthdays and morning coffee ....we actually 
existed during these times ....and this is why i am going to close this letter with all the embellished 
stories and flat out lies that have been given to you guys in effort to win this designation and more 
importantly the vendetta that they have against my mother....All we ask is that either you do your own 
investigation or you ask the parties who claim these events took place , to show physical proof proving 
these statements are 100% facts..again we are in no way trying to discredit our beloved grandfather...he 
made his mark on this city and his community through his hard work and dedication for his Family.. and 
in our eyes, the false statements all these people have made... claiming my grandfather was something 
that he wasn’t have done a great injustice to our Abuelo, his name and the legacy he truly left behind 
and even worst than that ,this has not allowed him to Rest in Paradise as he so much deserves!!!!.Thank 
you for your time and hope you have a clearer understanding of what is really occurring with this issue 
and just a small insight of the motive behind this application for historic 
designation....                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                   This 
is a list of the False/embellished statements made to the commission as seen and explained by the other 
Rendon siblings, all who are older and were also involved in my grandparents life on an everyday 
basis.  The only thing we ask is that there is evidence proving that these events did indeed take place as 
claimed.                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                     1) In a letter written by Kristen Hotopp  states that 
"Many of Judge  Bob Perkins family members were married at this 
house"....                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                 This statement is absolutely 
100% false, for one our grandfathers house was not a venue that u could rent for cash and do as you 
pleased. There were never any neighborhood meetings held there or political rallies as they claim... And 
for 2 there were only 2 couples married in this house and both were children of Edward Rendon SR.  we 
ask they Please show provide evidence that these weddings from the Perkins family that took place as 



stated.   And also proof of the political "rallies' that were supposedly held there....Again they fail to 
realize and admit that we were alive and well during these times they claim all these thing happen....we 
were apart of that home just as much as they 
were....                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                              2) The blueprints and design to what is now Edward Rendon Park 
were laid out on our grandfathers Kitchen table with Mayor Carol Keeton Strayhorn 
.....                                                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                           This statement is False as well....the True story is that the park was designed in 
1960  by  Williams C. Holmans     .... and my grandfather had no hand in the creation or design of the 
actual park and it definitely  didn’t take place in his kitchen.....He did however sit down with 
Mr.      Holmans and decide where to place the concrete pads that would be used to place BBQ pits 
throughout the park that were not initially part of the original design of the park....the reason my 
Grandfather  was involved in this discussion was because he won the Bid/contract from the city to do 
the cement foundations for the bbq pits....and the designer wanted to make sure they were on the same 
page to where exactly these cement pads would be placed....Now after the 2 of them finalized the plans 
for these pads...the mayor did in fact visit our grandfathers house to view those plans and give her 
approval as well. That is the true story behind that statement! We ask that proof is shown that shows 
their statements on this event is provided in some form or fashion proving 
otherwise.                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                 3) It has been 
stated by numerous people that Cesar Chavez not only visited my Grandparents home but that my 
Grandfather worked side by side with him during his visit to Austin and the State Capitol 
Building.                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                           We know this is not true because honestly if 
Mr. Chavez had indeed visited our Grandparents home why have we never been made aware of this 
before....where are the pictures and newspaper clippings showing proof that this so called historical 
event took place? We really would love to see those...and honestly would be happy if we were proven 
wrong on this....it would be an amazing thing to say that the great Cesar Chavez stood in that house with 
our grandfather. Please we ask that some sort of hard proof is brought forth that proves this event took 
place as 
stated.                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                       4) Our Grandfather was a 
founding member of the Austin Hispanic Chamber of 
Commerce.                                                                                                                                                                       
                         Through extensive research and conversations with members of the board and actual 
founding members of the Chamber...we have found this statement to be false as well....We ask that 
they kindly show proof/ paperwork showing that our grandfather was indeed a founding member of the 
AHCC.                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                             5) "The rod iron used on the porch of this house was 
off a shipment that was used in the RailRoads in the 1800's on the east coast"    on the same subject 
another statement was made pertaining to the Iron, statement was made by Dave Santos stating that 
the same Rod Iron was part of Joe Perez iron works were somehow part of the architectural importance 
of the 
house.                                                                                                                                                                                
            We know these statement to be false because our uncle Mr.Roy Rendon Sr. son of Edward 
Rendon Sr. was the one who installed that rod iron over a period of time . Uncle Roy had just become a 
welding apprentice and had rapidly excelled his way through learning and becoming the great welder 



that he is today.....The reason he had done it over a period of time was because he would take home 
leftover scrap iron pieces left from jobs he was doing at work....so little by little he designed and created 
that beautiful Iron work that still stands today!! In my uncles own words he described how his intention 
was to "make my daddy proud" of his new found craft!!! As you can imagine ... His father truly was 
proud...and showed off his sons craftsmanship to any and all who visited his home!  This is ample proof 
that the statements made by those speakers were a total falsification of the real 
TRUTH!!!                                                                                                                                                                           
              Finally we would like to end this letter with a few questions of our own.... If we 
may:                                                                                                                                                                                   
                  1) How is it that someone was allowed to put in an application to deem a property Historic 
that they do not own outright? And how at least, did they do so without the permission of the Person 
who is the Majority Owner? without even so much as a letter or email stating that this was the intention 
of the said party? How on earth is this Legal....I mean is it possible for me to fill out an application pay a 
fee and claim historical significance on any random house? Please help us understand how this happen 
from the start without prior acknowledgment by the Majority Owner and the owners who now have a 
small percentage in the 
property?                                                                                                                                                                          
              2) How is a Ruling made by a Judge in a court room in the United States of America overlooked 
by a historical application submitted by the original parties who sued to try and win the same said 
property that they now want to be a historical landmark? 
 
We kindly ask that you help us understand these things for our own personal 
records.                                                                                                                                                                             
                              Ladies and Gentleman of this Historical Commission,  I could honestly go on and on 
trying to discredit their made up stories and misinterpreted accounts of events involving the history of 
not only our Grandfather but our entire family.... Or talk about the fact that  the first order of business 
for Mrs. Montoya and Edward JR. was to try FIRST, to take the house away from my parents....the house 
they never paid a dime for....the house they wanted nothing to do with before the real estate went sky 
high and it was worth way more MONEY....We want an explanation on Why if my grandfathers wish was 
to have his home (which legally no longer belonged to him because he SOLD it) deemed historic...Then 
Why was that not the First move made by the them??  And if it were his dying wish to have the house 
deemed historic then why did he sell it 20 years back? Our intention has never been to fight against our 
family nor to try and make our Grandfather out to be something he was or was not....honestly ,This 
thing has dragged on for way to long.... it has been taken  into Litigation and a decision made by a 
Federal Judge to sell  the house and move on with our lives... its blatantly obvious that this is only a last 
ditch effort to try and make my mothers life miserable...more so than it already has been for her during 
this debacle ... Imagine yourselves in our  situation...imagine that after paying over 80,000 dollars of 
your hard earned money for something... imagine someone taking it from you the day you showed up to 
make your last payment, their is someone their waiting for that payment to go through so they can 
snatch it right out of your hands and say "you stole this , and you manipulated your way into ownership 
of this item and now we are gonna sue because we deserve a piece of this just as much as you 
do....Imagine what that would feel like.... then imagine what the feeling is like when u find out its your 
own brother and sister doing these hurtful things to you..the younger siblings that you once treated as 
your own children....and cooked for and purchased clothes for as if they were your babies ...this is what 
we are living right now because of my Aunt Elisa Montoya and uncle Edward Rendon JR....imagine what 
that would feel like...and maybe just maybe you might get a sense of the pain my mother has endured 
throughout this whole process.......Commissioners, all we ask is that you take our story into 
consideration...and understand that this is the  whole hearted truth in regards to this matter!! Thank 



you again for your time and Service!!!! God Bless you 
All....                                                                                                                                                                                   
                      Sincerely 
,                                                                                                                                              Robert Rubio Jr 
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